conducted a meta-analysis to assess the effects of murine double minute 2 (MDM2) polymorphisms on osteosarcoma risk and survival of patients with osteosarcoma. They calculated the pooled odds ratio (OR) or hazard ratio (HR) with 95 % confidence intervals (95 % CIs) by using different effects models and concluded that MDM2 polymorphisms have some effects on the risk of osteosarcoma but have no effect on the survival of patients with osteosarcoma. Before their results can be accepted, we would like to express some concerns in relation to their meta-analysis.
To the Editor, Wang et al. [1] conducted a meta-analysis to assess the effects of murine double minute 2 (MDM2) polymorphisms on osteosarcoma risk and survival of patients with osteosarcoma. They calculated the pooled odds ratio (OR) or hazard ratio (HR) with 95 % confidence intervals (95 % CIs) by using different effects models and concluded that MDM2 polymorphisms have some effects on the risk of osteosarcoma but have no effect on the survival of patients with osteosarcoma. Before their results can be accepted, we would like to express some concerns in relation to their meta-analysis.
Firstly, the investigators clarified that "PubMed, Web of Science, and Wanfang databases were searched for eligible studies" in the "Abstract" section. However, they searched the PubMed and EMBASE databases for eligible studies in the "Methods" section. We would like to know the possible reason for this difference. To make the article more credible, the investigators should give us the real search issues. The small number of required papers would be an important limitation of the review. We suggest that more electronic databases be systematically searched.
Secondly, the investigators included only one study on the association between MDM2 rs2279744 polymorphism and the overall survival of patients with osteosarcoma, which could not reflect the real association between them. In our opinion, the investigators should search more electronic databases to find more studies.
Thirdly, with respect to the data extraction, two investigators independently extracted data and reached a consensus. We would like to know how problems were solved if there were discrepancies between the two investigators.
Fourthly, we suggest that the investigators evaluate the methodological quality of the selected studies, which could avoid potential bias in the meta-analysis. Each included paper could be independently assessed by two investigators using a standardized electronic form of predefined criteria. Also, the investigators could describe how to evaluate the quality of all studies in the meta-analysis.
Finally, the departure of frequencies of MDM2 polymorphisms from expectation under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in the control population should be assessed using the goodness-of-fit chi-square test with a P <0.05 considered as significant disequilibrium. A significant difference between the observed and expected genotype frequencies under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) may indicate genotyping error [2] . Departure from HWE can be caused by factors such as inbreeding caused by consanguinity, assortative mating, i.e., nonrandom mating, selection, or migration [3] . Although exceptions to the conditions of HWE may explain deviation, it is critical that investigators recognize the need to perform a test of HWE and then evaluate the reasons for any observed deviation.
Thanks go to the authors for their contribution of supplying us with an assessment of the effects of MDM2 polymorphisms on osteosarcoma risk and survival of patients with osteosarcoma. However, further studies with large samples are still needed to assess the effects of MDM2 polymorphisms on the risk and survival of osteosarcoma.
